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Sarah Fragoso’s travel adventures continue in the second installment of the Everyday Paleo
Around the World series. This time, she took the Fragoso family to Thailand. In this epic book of
travel adventures, food, and fun, you will find 100 recipes from numerous regions in Thailand,
from the lush jungles of the north to the sultry beaches of the south and many places in between.
Thai food is a beloved cuisine, and Sarah learned straight from the source the traditions that
make Thai food so special—and delicious. In this book, she teaches you how to make these
authentic dishes entirely free of grain, gluten, dairy, and legumes. Sarah had the opportunity to
work side by side with restaurant chefs, home cooks, street vendors, and resort chefs, all with
unique culinary perspectives, interesting stories, and amazing food. Everyday Paleo Around the
World: Thai Cuisine brings it all home to you. You will find everything from homemade curry
pastes to fresh spring rolls, amazing egg dishes, and tropical desserts. Get ready to lose
yourself in the culture, food, and magic that is truly Thailand—you will be sure to impress your
family and guests with this amazing food! As an added bonus, Sarah shares tips for anyone
planning a trip to Thailand: Learn the best ways to navigate the country and stay Paleo and
gluten-free during your travels. Grab your passport, pack your suitcase, and join the Fragoso
family on a mouthwatering Paleo adventure in Thailand!

About the AuthorSarah Fragoso, bestselling author ofA Everyday Paleo, The Everyday Paleo
Family Cookbook, and Paleo Pals has a strong passion for helping others acclimate and
succeed on the Paleo diet and has done so globally with her extremely successful Paleo recipe
and advice blog. Fragoso is a certified Level 1 Crossfit Trainer, as well as a highly sought after
strength and conditioning coach at Norcal Strength and Conditioning, one of America's top 30
gyms as rated byA Men's Health Magazine. Fragoso is at the forefront of the Paleo movement
and the leader in successfully helping families live Paleo.A www.everydaypaleo.com --This text
refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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In this epic book of travel adventures, food, and fun, you will find more than 80 recipes from
numerous regions in Thailand, from the lush jungles of the north to the sultry beaches of the
south and many places in between. Thai food is a beloved cuisine, and Sarah learned straight
from the source the traditions that make Thai food so special—and delicious. In this book, she
teaches you how to make these authentic dishes entirely free of grain, gluten, and dairy. Sarah
had the opportunity to work side by side with restaurant chefs, home cooks, street vendors, and
resort chefs, all with unique culinary perspectives, interesting stories, and amazing food.
Everyday Paleo: Thai Cuisine brings it all home to you. You will find everything from homemade
curry pastes to fresh spring rolls, amazing egg dishes, and tropical desserts. Get ready to lose
yourself in the culture, food, and magic of Thailand—you will be sure to impress your family and
guests with this amazing food! As an added bonus, Sarah shares tips for anyone planning a trip
to Thailand: Learn the best ways to navigate the country and stay Paleo and gluten-free during
your travels. Grab your passport, pack your suitcase, and join the Fragoso family on a
mouthwatering Paleo adventure in Thailand! the bestselling author of Everyday Paleo, The
Everyday Paleo Family Cookbook, Everyday Paleo Around the World: Italian Cuisine, and Paleo
Pals, is at the forefront of the Paleo movement and a leader in successfully helping families
thrive through Paleo. She has a strong passion for helping others acclimate to and succeed on
the Paleo diet and has done so globally with her extremely successful recipe and advice blog,
Everyday Paleo, and podcast, Paleo Lifestyle and Fitness. She also brings her philosophies of
fitness and nutrition together at EverydayLifeFit.com, a community dedicated to the pursuit of
better health and wellness. Fragoso is a highly sought-after movement and mobility coach at her
gym, JS Strength & Conditioning in Chico, California.First Published in 2014 by Victory Belt
Publishing Inc.Copyright © 2014 Sarah FragosoAll rights reserved. No part of this publication
may be reproduced or distributed in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, or
stored in a database or retrieval system, without prior written permission from the publisher.This
book is for educational purposes. The publisher and author of this cookbook are not responsible
in any manner whatsoever for any adverse effects arising directly or indirectly as a result of the
information provided in this book.Recipe and Travel Log Photos by Michael J. Lang, contact at
michaeljlang@mac.comAuthor Photo by Steve TwistRRD0114d_r0ContentsIntroductionThai
Kitchen Essentials:The Ingredients and Tools of Thai CuisineEssentials, Condiments, and Curry
PastesAppetizers and SaladsFried Rice, Noodles, and Egg DishesCurries and SoupsStir-Fry
and SeafoodDessertsMeet the Team and AcknowledgmentsPlanning Our Trip to ThailandThai
Culture and What to Know Before You GoThe Adventure BeginsBangkokChiang MaiKhao
LakThe Gulf of ThailandBack to Bangkok, and Returning HomeRecipe
IndexIntroductionWelcome to Everyday Paleo: Thai Cuisine. I’m so excited to take you with me to
Southeast Asia and share with you Thai cuisine! Food happens to be one of the most important
elements of the culture that makes Thailand such a special gem in the world.I love Thai
food.“Love” is actually an understatement. The combination of sweet, savory, salty, and spicy;
the smell of fresh kaffir lime, lemongrass, and galangal; the creaminess of coconut milk and the



tartness of tamarind—they all make my heart sing with joy. My taste buds were built for Thai
cuisine, and it’s the culinary foundation for many of the dishes on my blog and in my other
books.This book is the real deal—all the recipes come straight from my experiences in Thailand
and what I learned while traveling throughout the country. At the same time, I’ve made sure
they’re all Paleo-friendly; you will find recipes that include white rice or rice noodles, but I always
provide substitutions if you do not eat rice. (I explain my stance on rice on see here.) In the next
chapter, you will find a detailed account of the ingredients that I suggest you use and why.While
in Thailand, I was able to cook with people from different regions, backgrounds, and
experiences, and their combined influence is what made this book a reality. The hours and hours
of cooking, photographing, tasting, and testing that made this book come together were all
possible thanks to the time that the gracious people of Thailand gave me on my travels through
their great country.What Sets Thai Food ApartThai Ingredients, Substitutions,and Kitchen
ToolsResource GuidePlease, dear readers, do not skip this section of the book and fly right to
the actual recipes. I understand the temptation, believe me! I often read cookbooks that way, too
—I want to get right to the “meat and potatoes” of the book (if you’ll pardon the pun) and start
cooking. But the following paragraphs will give you an understanding of Thai food that you’ll find
helpful when making these recipes: which ingredients are necessary, what substitutions you can
use, which tools are essential, and where you can find certain products. I want to make sure you
have the best experience possible while using this book, so please take the time to read this
chapter.Thank you, and enjoy!What Sets Thai Food ApartThai food is special—period. Creating
the flavors of Thailand requires particular ingredients and an understanding of what makes Thai
food . . . well, Thai food. One of the first things I learned in Thailand is that when you’re cooking
Thai food, the goal is to achieve a balance of flavors among spicy, sour, sweet, salty, and
(sometimes) bitter. I admit, I often questioned if “spicy” is really in balance in traditional Thai
food, because it is hot—but yes, the balance is always there, and, speaking as a Westerner who
loves spicy food, my culinary Thai trip brought my understanding of spicy to an entirely different
level. The beauty of Thai food is that it is up to you, as the cook in your kitchen, to determine
what kind of flavor balance you want to achieve with each dish.Most Thai dishes combine four
essential items: protein, seasoning, vegetable or filler, and the key ingredients. The key
ingredients are what gives a dish its identity. For example, if you make tom yum goong (a creamy
hot and sour prawn soup) with regular ginger instead of galangal, what you have is something
that is kind of like tom yum goong but is not what tom yum goong should be. Nusi, the owner of a
cooking school in Bangkok, was the first Thai chef to tell me this, and the idea makes perfect
sense. It goes along with the idea of the balance of flavors. Thai food is not always the same, nor
is one person’s recipe exactly like another’s, but Thai food is precise, which is why there are
always key ingredients in every recipe. You may have noticed just by eating at different Thai
restaurants that a dish like Tom Ka Gai (Sweet and Sour Coconut and Chicken Soup, see here),
for example, might taste different at each establishment, but the key ingredients are always
constant—the floating pieces of kaffir lime leaves, galangal, and lemongrass are what make the



soup what it is, even if the soup at one location might be just a bit sweeter or more sour than at
the next location.In America, a hamburger is a hamburger, no matter what kind of spice rub or
sauce you add on. Not so with Thai food. Pad thai is rice noodles with spices and tamarind
paste, which gives it that special sourness, along with a bit of sugar. Substitute lime juice for
tamarind paste? Sure! But it’s no longer pad thai—it resembles it, but it’s not the real deal. Does
that mean you should forgo making substitutions in any recipe in this book? Absolutely not! But
understand that you are making a variation on the true, authentic recipe.The recipes in this book
will give you a framework for what makes each dish what it is, but it’s entirely up to you to change
the important components or key ingredients to suit your taste. It’s usually possible to change
the protein or filler and still achieve a result similar to what the recipe calls for, but if you change
the key ingredients or seasoning, you will not always achieve what you might expect. However,
this doesn’t mean that you shouldn’t experiment with the balance of flavors. You might want ten
chiles in your dish while I might want only two, or you might like a bit more sweetness in your stir-
frys than your neighbor does. Cooking Thai food means experimenting and tasting as you cook; I
can’t stress that enough, and it’s important to have your seasoning ingredients close at hand so
you can add a little more as needed, building the flavors rather than simply trusting to exact
measurements. These recipes are a guide, not a Thai food bible with rules that have to be
followed exactly.Finally, we need to discuss how a Thai meal is eaten. Thai food is meant to be
shared, and in Thailand, when people gather together, several dishes are prepared, typically
more dishes than there are people, and everyone eats a little bit of each dish. It’s what we might
call “family style” here in America. Because of this tradition, the recipes in this book will make
enough to serve two to three people, so if you want to make only one dish for a family of five, for
example, you will need to double or triple the amounts given in the recipe.So with that, I invite
you to explore,taste, create, and most importantly,have fun! Throw a few Thai food parties,and
as always, enjoy.Thai Ingredients, Substitutions, and Kitchen ToolsLet’s take a little culinary trip
to Thailand together and I’ll share with you the special Thai ingredients that are used throughout
the recipes, where to find them, and, if you can’t find them, what you can use as a
substitute.Fresh Herbs and VegetablesBasilBasil has been a staple ingredient in Thai cooking
for over four thousand years. Several types of basil are found in Thailand, and different varieties
are used for different dishes, depending on the desired flavor. Here are the most common
varieties:Sweet Thai basil: Closest to the basil commonly used in the WestHoly basil: Very
pungent, with a lemony scent and a peppery flavorLemon basil: Very strong lemony scent and
more mild and delicate flavor than holy basilBasil is typically either served fresh or added at the
end of the cooking time because cooking basil for too long destroys the delicate flavor. If you’re
not using the entire leaf, it’s better to tear the leaves than cut them.Most of these Thai varieties of
basil can be found at farmers markets, specialty grocers, and Asian markets.Substitutions: You
can substitute the standard basil that’s commonly found in grocery stores for all the varieties
listed above.Note: Use caution when handling Thai chiles. Disposable food prep gloves are
advised.Thai ChilesThere are about seventy-nine varieties of chiles in Thailand, but I’ll introduce



to you just the ones you will be using most often with this book. The heat of Thai chiles generally
depends on their size: small chiles are the hottest and the largest chiles are the mildest. The
recipes here call for small, medium, or large chiles rather than identifying them by name, and
really, whatever chiles you can find locally will work.Here’s what to look for:Small red or green
chiles, also known as red or green bird’s eye chilesMedium red or green chiles, also known as
spur chilesLarge red or green chiles, also known as large cayenne peppersDried chiles (large,
medium, and small)Substitutions: Any hot chiles will work for the recipes that call for chiles. Red
habaneros, jalapeños, Fresno peppers, or serranos can be used when small and medium chiles
are called for—just start with a little bit and add more according to your heat tolerance. You can
also use jalapeños or New Mexico chiles for large chiles, but typically you can find small Thai or
bird’s eye chiles as well as cayenne and spur chiles at most Asian markets, or even at large
grocery stores that have a good produce department.Dried chiles are easy to find in most Asian
markets and in the Latino section of major grocery stores. Chiles de árbol are the smaller and
spicier dried chiles, guajillo chiles are medium-sized and spicy, and Anaheim chiles are the
larger dried chiles and are not quite as spicy.Chinese CeleryChinese celery has a stronger flavor
than the celery we are used to, and it has very thin stems and an abundance of leaves. This herb
is almost always cooked, although now and then you’ll see it called for in a salad.Substitutions:
When a recipe calls for Chinese celery, you can substitute regular celery; just try to use the leafy
ends when possible.Chinese ShallotsWhen a recipe in this book calls for shallots, it’s referring to
the smaller Chinese shallots that are common throughout Southeast Asia. You can of course use
the shallots that we are used to seeing here in the West, but if possible, try to find actual
Chinese shallots!Substitutions: Use regular shallots or red onions as a substitute for Chinese
shallots.Chinese Ginger/FingerrootThis member of the ginger family is much harder to find
outside of Southeast Asia than its cousin, galangal. This thin, finger-like spice can often be
found pickled; if you use pickled Chinese ginger, just make sure to soak it in water for a few
minutes and rinse it well before using.Substitutions: Regular ginger may be substituted for
Chinese ginger.Cilantro/CorianderCoriander is better known in North America by its Spanish
name, cilantro, though that usually refers only to the leaves. The Thais typically use the root for
making curry paste or adding depth of flavor to other dishes. You can often find cilantro with the
roots still attached at farmers markets or Asian markets. Like basil, this herb is typically added at
the end of the cooking time to maintain its delicate flavor, and it’s used most often as a
garnish.Substitutions: Cilantro is usually easy to find at any major grocery store. If a recipe calls
for the root of the plant but you are unable to find it with the root still on, you can substitute the
cilantro stems.EggplantThis vegetable is very different in Thailand than what we are used to
finding in the States. Two varieties are commonly used in these recipes:Pea eggplant: This is the
most commonly used eggplant in Thai cooking, and it looks just as you’d expect: like a large
green pea. It’s bitter when eaten raw, but the bitterness decreases once cooked.Thai eggplant:
About the size of a small apple or golf ball, this eggplant is softer and sweeter in flavor than the
pea eggplant, and it stays a bit crunchy when you cook it.Substitutions: If you can’t find the kind



of eggplant the recipe calls for, you can use a small Japanese eggplant or any other eggplant
variety that’s available in your area.GalangalAlthough it’s a member of the ginger family, galangal
has a unique smell, flavor, and texture. The flesh of galangal is creamy on the inside and light
brown with sometimes a purple hue on the outside. Its skin is much thinner than that of regular
ginger. Galangal, like lemongrass and kaffir lime leaves, is typically used to flavor a dish, but
sometimes it’s also eaten.Substitutions: It’s often easy to find dried galangal in the ethnic aisle of
your grocery store, but fresh galangal may be found in your local Asian market; other sources
are listed in the resources guide at the end of the chapter. If you use dried galangal, be sure to
reconstitute it by soaking in water prior to using it. I do not recommend using powdered galangal.
You can also substitute regular ginger for galangal—it will not lend the dish the special flavor of
true galangal, but it will still be delicious.Thai GarlicThai garlic has a pink tinge to its skin. It’s
spicier than the garlic we are used to but also has a sweeter flavor. When cooking with Thai
garlic, you do not have to peel away the skin that is closest to the flesh of the garlic clove—it’s
usually cooked or pounded into curry pastes right along with the clove of the garlic.Substitutions:
Any garlic that you can find locally can be substituted for Thai garlic.GingerThis is simply
common ginger, which is easy to find in most major grocery stores and is most often cooked
with meats and in curries to add flavor.Kaffir LimeThe kaffir lime is a small, bumpy, warty fruit
that has a very strong citrus smell. It’s too acidic to eat, but the rind is used to make curry pastes
or to flavor other dishes with its zest. The kaffir lime is used most often for medicinal or
household purposes. The skin of the fruit, for example, is used in tonics to aid digestion, and
you’ll often see the limes lying about, cut open, in Thai homes as an air freshener. The juice can
also be used as a cleanser for clothes, and the oil can be added to shampoos or used as a hair
rinse. When you use the rind of the kaffir lime, be sure to not use the pith; it’s very bitter and
should be avoided.Substitutions: As with the kaffir lime leaves, there is truly no good substitute
for this special ingredient. It’s worth ordering online if you are unable to find it locally. If you must,
you can use the rind or zest from a regular lime instead, but it won’t come close to achieving the
same flavor enhancement as the treasured kaffir lime.LemongrassThis awesome ingredient
gives soups, curry pastes, and salads an unequivocal lemony taste that can only come from
lemongrass. Usually the tough outer layer of the grass must be removed before you can get
down to where the grass is tender enough to cut. When it’s used as a flavoring for soups, the
lemongrass is not intended for consumption. Several recipes, including those for curry paste,
call for lemongrass to be pounded into a paste or finely sliced, and only with these preparations
should it be eaten. When it’s left in large pieces at least 1 inch long, it’s only used to add flavor.
You can often find lemongrass at most major grocery stores or health food stores that have a
good produce department, and of course at most Asian markets.Substitutions: If you absolutely
cannot find lemongrass, the best substitute is lemon zest or lemon leaves; however, let me
stress that it’s worth hunting down.Kaffir Lime LeavesThe leaf of the kaffir lime is a truly special
ingredient that’s unique to Thai cooking. It has a strong and delightful citrus smell that is
released when the leaf is torn or bruised. Make sure you always remove the tough stem from the



leaves before using. When kaffir lime leaves are torn and added to soups and curries, they are
for flavor only—they’re too big and fibrous to be eaten. However, the leaves are intended to be
eaten when they’re chiffonaded (thinly sliced). You can find kaffir lime leaves at Asian markets;
other resources are listed at the end of this chapter.Substitutions: I hate to say it, but after
consulting with several of my Thai friends, I haven’t found a really good substitute for the adored
kaffir lime leaf. The good news is that you can order this wonderful ingredient online (see the
resources at the end of this section), and the leaves freeze beautifully and can be kept for
several months in a plastic bag. It’s totally worth making the online purchase! If you absolutely
must, you can substitute the zest of one lime for every two kaffir lime leaves.Long BeansLong
beans are similar in taste and texture to the classic green bean and are eaten both raw and
cooked in several Thai dishes. Long beans do not store well, so if you find them at your local
farmers market or grocery store, plan on using them within the first day or two of buying
them.Substitutions: Green beans are a totally acceptable substitute for long beans.Dried Snow
MushroomsThese are used in one of the salad recipes in this book and are absolutely divine.
You can find dried snow mushrooms in most Asian markets and sometimes in the ethnic aisle of
major grocery stores.Substitutions: You could use white, button, or crimini mushrooms instead,
but the flavor, consistency, and texture will be very different—though still tasty!MushroomsIn
Thailand there are several varieties of mushrooms; the most commonly used are straw
mushrooms, which are small, light brown mushrooms that have a meaty texture and a smooth
surface. Shiitake mushrooms, which are easier to find in the U.S., are also used, as are ear
mushrooms, which are big, flat, thin, and dark.Substitutions: For any of these mushrooms, you
can substitute white, button, or crimini mushrooms, which can all be found in any major grocery
store.Sawtooth CorianderThis herb smells and tastes very similar to its cousin, cilantro;
however, sawtooth coriander looks very different and has a much stronger flavor. You can
sometimes find this herb at farmers markets or at your local Asian market.Substitutions: Regular
cilantro works just fine as a substitute for sawtooth coriander.Stink BeansStink beans, whose
Thai name is sataw, are commonly found in southern Thai cuisine. True to their name, stink
beans emit an odd odor, but despite the smell they have a surprisingly benign and almost nutty
flavor. Stink beans are difficult to find in the U.S., but sometimes you can find them frozen or
pickled in Asian markets. The frozen beans can be used in stir-frys, but the pickled ones are
usually eaten on their own with chili sauce.Substitutions: Green beans are a great substitution
for stink beans—they’re easier to find, have no smell, and are more palatable for Western taste
buds.SeasoningsFish SauceFish sauce is a seasoning made from fermented anchovies, and
although it sounds awful, it’s what gives the umami flavor to most Thai dishes.Oyster SauceThis
is an important ingredient that adds a slightly salty and sweet taste to several dishes, including
stir-frys, noodle dishes, and fried rice. I have only been able to find one gluten-free bottled oyster
sauce, Wok Mei, but I have provided a recipe to make your own (see here)! The Wok Mei oyster
sauce does contain some cornstarch as a thickening agent, but the taste is good and it’s much
easier to buy it than make your own. However, if you are very sensitive to cornstarch or want to



avoid it altogether, I recommend going the homemade route.TurmericAnother member of the
ginger family, this root is used in curry pastes. You’ll find its powdered form called for in a few
recipes in this book. The bright color and mild flavor adds a wonderful accent and visual appeal
to a dish.Substitutions: If you cannot find fresh turmeric, you can substitute powdered turmeric,
which is easily found in the spice section of all major grocery stores.Dried ShrimpThis is a key
ingredient in many of the salads in this book and adds a little bit of salty, yummy crunch to many
dishes. You can find dried shrimp in Asian markets or online, and it can be stored in the
refrigerator for several months.Shrimp PasteThis is an essential ingredient in many southern
Thai dishes and curry pastes. The smell is overpowering and pungent—which is to be expected,
since it’s made from shrimp that has been fermented with salt in the heat and humidity of
Southeast Asia. However, like fish sauce, once it’s mixed with other ingredients, it provides a
unique and wonderful taste.Soy SauceA staple seasoning agent. But instead of regular soy
sauce, I recommend using coconut aminos, which are made from fermented coconut sap and
are entirely soy- and gluten-free. If you can tolerate some fermented soy product, you can also
substitute wheat-free tamari for regular soy sauce, which often contains wheat and therefore is
not always gluten-free.TamarindTamarind pods can be found at most Asian markets; other
sources are listed in the resources guide at the end of the chapter. The method for preparing
tamarind paste from tamarind pods can be found on see here. Tamarind is used for its sourness,
and its unique flavor profile can be found in many Thai dishes.Substitutions: You can substitute
coconut vinegar or rice vinegar for tamarind paste, but use half the recommended amount and
then add more as needed for the desired flavor.Rice and Rice NoodlesMany Thai recipes call for
rice or noodles. Rice is naturally gluten-free, and white rice tends to be less problematic for folks
than other grains because the outer shell, which contains most of the nutrients that might be
irritating to the gut, has been stripped away. Rice is a staple ingredient in Thailand, and most of
the noodles are made of rice flour, not wheat flour.Most people who eat Paleo try to avoid rice,
but many seem to do just fine incorporating some white rice into their real-food diets. My family
eats white rice without much issue, so we tend to incorporate it as a healthy “safe starch” now
and then. I sometimes use white rice in place of cauliflower rice for the fried rice recipes found in
this book, and occasionally I use rice noodles for Pad Thai (Stir-Fried Rice Noodles, see here)
and Pad See Ew (Stir-Fried Flat Noodles, see here), and in some of the soup recipes as well. I
do always offer an alternative if you would like to avoid rice and all rice products completely, but
otherwise feel free to use white rice or rice noodles. However, if you have an autoimmune
condition or a fat-loss goal, I recommend avoiding rice and other rice products altogether.The
kinds of rice most commonly found in Thailand are jasmine rice (see here) and sticky or
glutinous rice (see here). Glutinous rice has nothing to do with gluten; it’s naturally gluten-free.
The name comes from the fact that it becomes more “glue-like” or sticky when cooked.Palm
Sugar and Suggested AlternativesThai food is made of a balance of flavors, and “sweet” is one
of those flavors—it’s one of the things that make Thai food, Thai food. Please remember, it’s up
to you entirely to make your dishes as sweet as you want them to be. The amounts given in the



recipes are merely a guide that you can tweak and adjust to meet your needs. As someone
who’s trying to follow a whole-food diet, I generally avoid sugar, but the small amount of
sweeteners that are called for in these recipes are not what you would find in a treat; most often
only a couple of teaspoons are required to achieve the desired balance of flavors.That said, I
want to discuss the types of sweeteners that I recommend in these recipes and explain why I will
not ask you to use palm sugar, even though it’s traditionally used in most Thai dishes. Some
argue that the production of palm sugar—and coconut sugar, for that matter—is not sustainable
and that we should avoid palm sugar and coconut sugar, which are being hyped as the next
“healthy sugars.” Because the flower is harvested from the coconut tree to make the sugar, it
hinders the tree from producing coconuts. Those opposed to using or supporting the use of
palm sugar and coconut sugar are also concerned about the ethical practices associated with
the production of these items.Although these practices may have changed by the time you read
this, because of what I know today, I feel better recommending tried-and-true, more sustainable,
and close-to-nature sweeteners: maple syrup and honey. The flavor of maple syrup especially is
very similar to palm sugar, and it’s easy for anyone to find a high-quality maple syrup.In my
opinion, there is no such thing as “healthy sugar,” but some options are better than others, and
it’s most important to make sure your sweetener comes straight from nature and is sustainably
sourced. If you are worried about using any sort of sweetener, you can always choose to omit it,
or consider substituting an equal amount of organic, unfiltered pineapple or apple juice.Cooking
Oils for Stir-Frying and Deep-FryingThai food is all about stir-frying and deep-frying, which are
both a lot of fun. In Thailand, the cooking oil of choice used to be animal fat or palm oil.
Unfortunately, as Western and other Asian countries begin to make their influence felt in
Thailand, the cooking oil of choice is becoming, more often than not, soybean oil. Palm oil is still
commonly used and easy to find in Thailand, but I’m not very confident in the quality of the oil or
the ethical practices associated with its harvesting and production. The good news is that a lot of
smaller farms and operations in Thailand are now demanding or producing palm oil that’s made
in a sustainable, ethical way.Here are the types of oils I recommendPalm ShorteningThis is, by
far, my favorite product to use for deep-frying. Palm shortening has a very high smoke point,
does not have any flavor, and will not splatter as readily as coconut oil. Furthermore, palm
shortening is not prone to rancidity and can be reused. I purchase palm shortening and virgin
palm oil only from Tropical Traditions, which gets its oil from a small farm in West Africa that
supports sustainable practices and not from the palm oil giants in Southeast Asia, which have
questionable practices.Leaf LardLeaf lard is also an excellent choice for stir-frying and deep-
frying, but because the price point is a bit higher, I still prefer palm shortening, especially for
deep-frying.Coconut OilI recommend using coconut oil for stir-frying but not for deep-frying.
Although coconut oil is fairly stable at high heat, using it for deep-frying can cause significant
splattering, and the desired crispiness is harder to obtain. Stick to fast stir-frys for coconut oil
and you will love the subtle flavor that it adds to your already delicious dishes.Virgin Palm
OilPalm oil is fun to experiment with for your stir-frys, but high-quality palm oil does leave



everything a little bit red, and it has a rich flavor that I enjoy but that you should try before you
commit to using it all the time. Virgin palm oil has a very high smoke point and you can deep-fry
with it.Cooking and Prepping ToolsCheesecloth or Nut Milk BagThis tool is the key to successful
homemade coconut milk, and you can also use it to dive into the world of homemade almond
milk. A cheesecloth is also necessary for making Sticky Rice (see here).Coconut Shredder,
Cracker, and DemeaterThese handy tools will be immensely helpful if you decide to make
homemade coconut milk. See see here for detailed instructions on how to accomplish this very
gratifying task.Deep-Fry SkimmerKeeping it simple is super important, and with a deep-fry
skimmer, you’ll look like a pro scooping deep-fried fish or bananas out of hot oil. Plus—and more
important—it’s much less painful than using your fingers.Food Processor/Blender/VitamixMost
people already own a food processor or blender, and yes, you can absolutely use one to make
your curry pastes. A Vitamix is the most effective tool besides the traditional mortar and pestle
because of its ability to grind up just about anything! However, as mentioned in the mortar and
pestle descriptions, when you use a modern method you lose some of the intensity of the flavors
that enhance all Thai dishes. That said, I have made curry pastes both ways, and no one but an
experienced Thai food critic would truly be able to tell the difference. However, I still strongly
recommend that you make food processors and blenders your second choice, after the
authentic mortar and pestle.GraterIn Thai salads, the vegetables and fruits are often grated. For
example, in Som Tum (Papaya Salad, see here), a green papaya is grated and then mixed and
mashed with the other ingredients to help incorporate its flavor and juices with each component
of the dish.Granite Mortar and PestleDuring our travels through Thailand, I heard a story about
how Thai men used to find a wife, back when everyone still used a mortar and pestle to grind
their curry pastes. When coming home from the fields, they would listen for the obvious noise of
a mortar and pestle being used in the kitchens they passed. Based on how loud the noise was,
they would know how strong a woman was, how good her curry paste would taste, and how
quickly dinner would be done! Today, most people in Thailand buy their curry pastes premade
from the market, but many still keep tradition alive by making their own at home with a mortar
and pestle. Several people told me that if I were to attempt my own curry pastes at home, this
was absolutely the way to do it. A granite mortar and pestle is used traditionally in Thailand; the
granite has enough weight to break down the tough, fibrous ingredients that make curry paste,
such as lemongrass and galangal, and whole spices like peppercorns and coriander seeds.
Also, granite helps to keep the ingredients cool, preventing them from oxidizing, and it won’t
affect the flavor of the curry. I recommend using an 8-inch granite mortar and pestle.Wooden or
Earthenware Mortar and PestleWooden or earthenware mortar and pestles are used for making
more delicate dishes like Som Tum (Papaya Salad, see here) or Som Tum Taeng Lao (Spicy
Cucumber Salad, see here). You can also use a wooden mortar and pestle to create pastes with
garlic cloves and Thai chiles, which form the base for many stir-frys and soups. Pounding
ingredients rather than mincing or chopping them changes a dish’s flavor because of the way in
which the fibers are broken down. When garlic and chiles are pounded together, the flavor is



better distributed throughout the dish and is less dissipated and more intact. The end result will
still be good if you forgo using a mortar and pestle, but you will be missing out on a part of Thai
food that is truly authentic and unique. I strongly suggest you make a mortar and pestle a part of
your kitchen arsenal.SaucepanA good saucepan is such a great tool to have, especially for all
the yummy condiments and sauces that you will find in this book!Soup PotThere are quite a few
soup recipes in this book, and you can also make curries in a soup pot. However, if you don’t
have a soup pot, you can often use a wok for both as well.Splatter GuardPlease do not e-mail
me to tell me that you burned yourself while making Moo Krob Kua Klau (Stir-Fried Crispy Pork
Belly, see here) or Cap Moo (Pork Rinds, see here) only to later reveal that you attempted these
recipes without using a splatter guard. Deep-frying is fun but accidents can happen easily, so
please, before you attempt any of the deep-fried deliciousness in this book, get a splatter guard!
Vegetable SpiralizerRice noodles, which are gluten-free, are a common ingredient in Thai
cooking. For folks who are otherwise healthy, do not have an autoimmune disease, and do not
have a fat-loss goal, rice noodles may be a good addition to your whole-foods diet, and you can
use them whenever a recipe calls for noodles. But if you prefer to avoid rice and rice products
altogether, the best substitute is vegetable “noodles” made with a vegetable spiralizer. With this
amazing tool, you can make noodles out of anything, from sweet potatoes to zucchini, and I
highly recommend having one around. As a bonus, your kids will love it, and you’ll see their
vegetable consumption ratchet up a notch thanks to this handy gadget.WokThe majority of Thai
dishes are made in a wok. Ovens are not used at all in traditional Thai cooking, and it’s way too
hot in Thailand to turn on an oven anyway. Most cooking is done outside over an open flame. If
something is to be “roasted”—usually herbs and spices or onions and garlic—it’s typically done
in a dry wok. You will find one recipe in this book in which I recommend roasting chiles and
onions in the oven, which you will thank me for; sometimes our modern conveniences are just
easier. However, you really do want to invest in a good wok. Thai cooking is done fast over high
heat, and a wok has a nifty way of transferring the heat from the flame evenly over the surface.
Plus, the bowl shape is great for tossing and stirring as you quickly stir-fry meat and delicate
vegetables. I also like to deep-fry right in my cast iron wok. With its wide mouth, it’s easier to
scoop out food from the hot oil, and with a splatter guard, you can protect yourself and keep your
kitchen somewhat grease-free.
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Mary A. Coffin, “Such a great cookbook!!. I hope the author reads these reviews! I want to thank
her for creating this beautiful book which is both a fun, vicarious getaway and also full of
delicious and versatile recipes. I love it. My family is loving the Chicken Kai Yang (super easy
and you can freeze on a tray after marinading the slices for a quick protein). The cashew stir fry
is so good (I use yellow bell pepper instead of carrot and do the shrimp option. Super quick
using frozen shrimp.) I love the fried rice and do the cauliflower option I pretty much want to
make everything in here, and the lovely vacation photos are a nice personal touch. And I’m
eating low carb and the way the recipes are made paleo is great. Thank you and well done!”

Joel Handloff, “So very worth it!. I've been fairly disappointed with the many paleo cookbooks
I've bought. I pre-ordered this book and promptly forgot.A friend of mine sent me a few recipes
from Ms. Fragoso's other book, Everyday Paleo and I loved them. They were exactly the kind of
things I wanted to see, and could work my own magic on.Imagine my delight when this book
showed up and was from the same author!This weekend, I made three dishes and all three have
turned out fantastic!A word: This probably isn't very good for Whole30. Unless you want to make
all the ingredients from scratch (which she does supply instructions for) you are going to end up
with SOME sugar or soy. But, not very much. I'm comfortable with that. She also offers some
twists if you are more open in your paleo regimen.I highly recommend this book!”

Sean Bird, “Not Just Recipes, but an Understanding of What is Essential in Thai Food. Like her
Italy book, Sarah Fragoso has not simply made a cookbook--she has immersed herself in a
culture and done her best to convey to her readers how this culture is expressed through food.
While the Italy book taught me much about how Italians value slowing down to appreciate things
and how they value fresh ingredients, this Thai book is has helped me to appreciate how Thai
food is simultaneously precise (in flavor composition) and yet still personal. So these recipes are
delivered in the most authentic fashion--preserving this precision of flavor--but with tips for how
to personalize and tailor to my preference. While some ingredients are harder to find, this book
has great suggestions in first of all, how to substitute, but more importantly: how to track them
down to make the dish more authentic. This means I can use the book right away with what I
have in my grocery store but I can also do a little hunting (with Fragoso's guidance in the book)
to find some of the traditional ingredients to help me truly experience the dish accurately. I also
love how the book helps you have options in using Rice/Rice Noodles or how to make creative
alternatives out of common items like zucchini or cauliflower. If you love Thai food, but are leary
of MSG and Gluten, this is simply the best cookbook I've ever seen. There's nothing like it out
there.”

Michele L (Chico, CA), “Amazingly delicious and easy to follow!!!. I am a huge fan of Sarah
Fragoso's cookbooks and this one does not disappoint!! Sarah poured all of her love, knowledge



and creativityinto this cookbook and as with all of her books, it shows! I have wanted to learn
how to capture the authentic Thai flavors in Thai cooking for some time , as it's one of my most
favorite foods- but always thought it was too difficult to learn. I began my adventure at the local
Asian Market to gather the ingredients I needed for two recipes, surprisingly, it was a simple
process and I was actually able to find them quickly (special note ; don't be afraid to ask for an
ingredient you don't see). I even made my own homemade Tamarind paste to start my cooking
adventure, quick and easy!! Once I began cooking, I was once again pleased at the simplicity of
using a Wok and following the steps Sarah provided to layer the ingredients and cook the flavors
just so, but nothing prepared me for how delicious dinner was!!!! True authentic flavors, with just
enough spice. I even had success frying chicken in the wok!!! That was new experience for
me- but it turned out great and it too was scrumptious. My kids jumped right in to help me with
our cooking adventure and highly recommend the Deep Fried Chicken with Creamy Lime Sauce
and Stir-Fried Rice Noodles! We even made both versions (with rice noodle and the other with
cabbage:). My family devoured our meal and have our eyes set on the Red Curry next! GET this
book, you'll be happy you did!! With such helpful insight into Thailand travels included in this
book,  you may find yourself planning your next vacation to Thailand ASAP!!!”

David Kubitsky, “It's going to be a Thai summer!. WOW -- got the book this afternoon and
started cooking tonight. We made the jasmine rice and then used that to make the Thai fried
rice. There were no leftovers. It was the first time I've ever cooked rice successfully! And yes,
rice is not technically Paleo, but she gives substitutes. For this Paleo girl, a little Jasmine rice
once in a while is ok. Love her discussion of what Thai cuisine really is. Great section on Thai
ingredients and what you can and cannot substitute for successfully. The recipes look awesome
-- I showed it to our CSA farmer and he had to hand it back to me saying it was making him too
hungry just looking at it! My picky eater daughter bought some chopsticks because she is
actually willing to try some new things from this book. So Sarah hits it out of the park again --
this book along with her Paleo Italian book -- are taking my Paleo cooking to a whole new level.
Can't wait to see what cuisine she tackles next. But til then, we'll be sampling the wonderful
world of Thai food in a healthy delicious paleo way.”

Jayzilla, “Even if I wasn't a Sarah Fragoso fanboy I'd still love this book.. LOVE THIS BOOK! I'm
a Sarah Fragoso fanboy anyway, but even if I wasn't, this book would still be amazing. It's
beautifully done, and the recipes are so good. It helps that she actually went to Thailand to learn
how and what to cook for this book. You definitely don't miss any non-paleo ingredients with
these recipes. My favorite vietnamese soup is Tom Ka Ga, and hers is excellent.Buy this book!
You won't be upset about it.”

RC, “Fabulous!. Great book...the cauliflower rice recipes are amazing and have really got me
hooked on cauliflower rice. Having just returned from Thailand when I got the book I really feel



that the food tastes genuine and there is no scrimping on rich flavours or spices...the spicy
chicken and sweet basil was also amazing, looking forward to trying out the curry recipes”

John, “Five Stars. really useful book .”

Linda, “... cooking up the recipes and feel a whole lot better too!. Every thing i hoped it would be
and more having a fab time cooking up the recipes and feel a whole lot better too!”

Lakefront Muse, “We have gluten issues (skin related) and this book is helping me keep our
meals lively and fun and gluten free. I'm working through some of the recipes and they are so
tasty! We have gluten issues (skin related) and this book is helping me keep our meals lively and
fun and gluten free. The production quality of the book is superior with many, many colorful
photos and lots of strong organization. It's a real keeper.”

Aeriol Nicols, “Favourite Thai cookbook.. My favourite thai cookbook. Great recipes plus she
describes their travels and a great list of tools for cooking thai with explanations. Really enjoying
it.”

The book by Sarah Fragoso has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 89 people have provided feedback.
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